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to obtain any useful
critical

m-77780

information

on vessel K-p while in the sub-

state.

These 4270units were the constituent
and No. 3 from the safety circuits
!Ihese are 10~ levei

startup

elements of channels Mo. 1

at the CriticaL

channels for use in the critic&l

ments with plutonium nitrate

scintf~tion

to both neutrons and gammarays).

mounted in paraffin

moderators similarly

experiments at the Critical

the scintillation

!lhe detectors

were

as used in criticality

the fission

chamber was

about one foot from the surface of the vessel;
-detector, being more sensitive, was positioned

about 15 to 18 feet from the vessel.
- 7 feet further

cry&XL

Mass laboratory.

As used in critfcality'experiment;,
normally positicned

eqeri-

On? detector was a fission

solutions.

chamber, and the other a neutron sensitive
(sensitive

Mass Laboratory.

tlkus, the fission

away while the sc;lntillatiar?

chamber was

counter was actually

about 7 to 10 feet closer in commrison to K-9.
Dur3x.g the draining
estimate of the critical

of vessel K-p, it was possible

volume from the change in neutron flux,

from the inverse multiplikation
was not continuous,

up in the line

Kkoj

correlation
associate

Since the draining

i.e.,

process

it was difficult

to

of the observed flux values with solu-

there was some question concerning the hold-

from K-9 to the receiver

During the draining
the soluticn

curve.

but somewhat intermittent,

obtain an accurate correlation
tion volume in K-9.

to obtain an

vessel.
_..
process, weight measurements were made of

in the receiver

vessel.

From these measurements, and a

in time with the flux measurements, it was possi.ble to
the proper flux values with solution

vessel K-p (subject

volume remaining in

to the line holdup uncert&nty).

m-77780
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From the reutron flux measuremqt8 IL.&L% the d,-.%i.nkq process3
the critical

The

volume in K-gw8;j estimated to be - k4 f 1 liters.

inverse multiplic&ion
be the critical

!B.is would then

curve is shown in Figure 1.

volume for solution

of the same composition as existed

in vessel K-p at the time of draining --for

a solution

containing

-

35 g RI/C and - 2M nitrate.

For this

solution

the critical

mass in K-9 rrzould be N 1.54 Q RI
mass (k+ff - ~*98).

-- or the vessel contal.ned - $C$bof the critical
2.

Calculated

Values of Criticality

The HFN multi-group

diffusion

from Multi-Group

Diffusion

cods was used to compute the criti-

cal radius for a bare sphere of the s;oktAon found in K-9.

The radius

‘19113
buzkB.ng of the soI.ution.
-_I
was then in turn used to determine'the criti%l.
height (and

was used to determine'the
buckling

volume) of solution
The calculated

critical

in the cylindrical

K-9 vessel.

value of h3e3 liters

measured value of 44 f 1 liters,,
final

Theory

compared favorably

with the

The two values were brought into

agreement by an adjustment of the rkiial

e_xtrapolation

length

for the glass vessel (only a s1ightIl.y adjustment of O.l-in

was required

from the vaJ.ue assumed tiitially).

the adjustid

radial

extrapolation

In later

calculations,

length of 2.69 cm was used.

&e measurements and calculations

gave a vaLue'*of the ctitical

volume for soLu.tion at 35 g J?u/.$. The vessel was never actually
at this

conce72tz3t~on.

before evaporation

The eoxxentmitio~

would result

Adding

in a Pu concen-

of - 30 g PJ/C*

The Critical
solutions,

crftiealitg,

and loss of water, would have been less.

water to bring the volqne up to 46 liters
tration

durix~ initial

critical

starting

radii

of bare spheres were calculated

with the solution

for Pu(lN0, >,

composition in K-=9at the time

mqn83
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of draining,

t;s the 39 liter

and then by afL%ng witxr

v0B-w.

l?zue

of Fua40 wss also acsounteii for in these c&culatLorzs.

effect

h, +

l?
At.+

R,'= 22.97 cm (inside r&ius
vessel)
x, =

!Rze thiclmess

of cylindrical

2.69 cm (y@iaI, extrapclatioz

~e.rgth)

Xt = 2.2

cm (top extrapolation

Xb = 4.3

cm (bottom ex~;~po&Z&ion length)

of the pyrex'glaas

of the vessel consisted

xb)a

leng%h)

vessel, w&l ww a.8 cm; the bottom

of a steel p?ate me izch thick.

the constant buckMFrg conversions are sho<m graphically

The results

in Fi@re 2 and

tabulated below.
Calculated Critical
VoIumes and Masses of Fu in Vessel K-3 Concentration
Varied by,AddIqm
Solution at 35 g h/4)

Rr Cqncen-

‘zritica& .MELss
of al’

tration
35

6.?‘Wc

1.54 KT

3205

oa6756

30.2

46.2

1.50

30.3

@ .016X4

31.8

4%. 6

1.48

28.4

0~~5566

25.8

0.014589

37.3

57.0

1.47

23.1

oeo13479

42.9

65.5

1.52

21.0

Oa012385

51*3
Rl includir~

78.5

1.65

*Totii

1.46

-Pu?*o.

of

Ehe mii,nimu.mmass of about 1460 grms
of N 27.5 Q Pu/&; tht3 v01me

tration

'Ibe effective

height-to-diameter

,92 is obtxhed

of the Eolution

ratio

with

a concen-

is N 53 liters.

far -&is vuJ.umeis 0.9 (.tith

tke m&ss would not bxe bee-cI much leas even in spheri-

this H/D ratio

cal g:emxd.y; the H,/D ratio

for minimum volume in tiylird.rZeal

geometry

is N 0.92).
If om noramlizes the e.alculations

to 43 ana 45 l%ters

(measured

44 f 1)9 then minimum masses of - lb20 a.22 1500 Q Pu are obt&ned

value

respectively

with volumes of 55 a& 53 liters.

SHORTAGE
OF PW!J?QI!XUM
Since only 1365 g Pu were in aoluticn
apparent that criticality

at -

35 g Az/$P,j it is

could. nst diva keen achieved through the simple process

of adding water to the solution

rem~infng in K-9.

on the glass waIlAs &f K-9 indicatt 3 criticality

Rings left

with 45 - 46 liters

g Pu)> and for 46 liters
water tg the solution

to have occurred

of so~uticn.

!t!he concentration

resultant

(39 liters

needed for criticaU.ty
the c~neentratl.on
(39 liters)

con.cent;ration would

only

to brirg

at 45 liters

is 33.8 g I?~/.c (15kZ

Is 32.7' g Fb!& (1505 g Pu).
the vYl.ume up t:, 45 I.itersj

be 3003 g ~u/.t:, and at 46 liters,

By adding
the

2p*7

Q w/d.
To be consistent
deficiency

xi.-& the "high water" marks3 there is thus an apparent

of Pu of cv I.49 - l6Q.g;

concentration

to the critical

these are t&e axnx&ts requir&.to

point at either

plutonium needed to raise the concentration

46 or 45 liters.

raise the

TJ2.equantity

from the delayed critical

&ate to

is small, - 15 g PI, 1.2 eomp&rison to other uncertainties.
_'
Ike lower connecting pipe to the vessel -es later fDu.nd to contain abbut
.'
one liter or strong organic Pu soluticn, a2 estimated 130 g Pu. When in the

prompt criticality

of

Hhi-73780

-8connecting pipe, this

+-est c:n criti~w3.ty
PJ would have had amsll eLI

It must, however, ha~e been in so?,llltion in the upper portico

tration

to the critical

of solution

of tha v~s&!.

point s the r3,rg.t: L-5-&6 li,Sers.

With about one liter
aqueous solution,

in K-go

of light

criticality

organis &q-e2 (a3 ri2fle~%r)

ix2 3.p, of the

w~~u.33have been pS3~?2i.s is, K-p -tit!2 45 liters

at a Pu~concentration

of - 32.7 it!&, or - l.47G g P.i.

FURTfXER
CONSIDERATICET
OF INITUL CO3RXTIONFOR CRITICALITY AED POSSIBLE
SWTDOWNMECRANISM
It has been postulated
amount of light

that the reaction

organic phase (- tine liter)

went c~itic~%l ~2% a s&311
_'
on top of the K-9 aqueo"tis.' Several

paragraphs taken from the report of L, E, B-zuns are rcpr.;&~r2
-dix for further. details).

belo%~ (sze appec-

"With time, TBP picks up plutonium by diffusion (proven by laboratory data)
and also'breaks down to DBP, a TBP breakdown prA.u@t t&t has a tremendous
The,TBP~DBPmixture on top in K-9 cdntinually
affinity
for plutonium,
When suffisicnt
plutcr~.~2n was extran,%.2d into the
picked up plutonium.
organic to increase the organic density above the K-9 aqueous density, the
organic went to the bottom, eventually d:f.sp;,acfng the light a:queous in K-9
to ball. valve ix-3pump pipixgo"
"The black rimng in K-p* indicates the TBP-DBPlayer; the brown rir&~ was due
to aqueoua‘evapoAration and liquid equalization in the K-9 outlet piping
!!L!k>e
aqiL93.23did s.ot emporat?
when the Is-9 vacuum -&a finally tur=n~d off.
to any degree until the organic wmtt‘to the bot-bm of K-9 anAd/or K-p out-TBP-DBPhai a.,low vapor pressure; and hence, ctily some CCl,5~.
let pipingevaporated o"
The reaction

wo+d then have terminated. itself

aa a c~nse~q&-~@e
of 1) plu-

tonium mass transfer

from the aqueous to the TBP-DBPph%sz (a%ut 180 g PA); a.s
I
the de4nsity of,,the organic. increase. 3 above the K=,paque~iz$ density1 it %uld

have settled
tion.

to the bottom of the vesael,9wand aZso 2) t&za+gh aqueous evapora-

The mass trausfer~and

tion to below the critical
.

subsequent s,~tt;~
point irrespective

wou.ld have sedussd the concentraof‘ev~porati,on~

1 Bruns, L. E., Preliminary ReXert on Interaction of Sample Rei;?z2% Pe~aiX&2&
to-criticality
I.n@ident in Reeuplex6, my '/'9 lp@;-*
. Estimated tobe at 46 me.&.

m-77780 .
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Although the above mechanism may seem complex, it is consistent
critical

mass calcui.ations

and with plutonium.$hemistry,

and it

with the

seems necessary

'for.'&edicti&..;
a critical'
volume.ih.ccpsfo~~ty'with
the "high water" marks on :
r
I
.
,-tie, glass’“vessel. ' %deed,‘&.thout the-plutonium found in the organic phase in
.:
the connecting pipe at the bottom of K-p9 criticality
does not appear to have
been possible at all.

The estimated 68 g plutonium found in solids

was probably not In solution
..

conclusions;

at any time, and therefore,

acoording to the calculations

Sent 'to cause criticality
..-

in the vessel

does not effect

these

this amount would have been insuffic-.

even if it were in SoLtion.

r‘

.

The author wishes to acknowledge the work of J. D. White who performed
the
-i
-w
multigroup diffusih
calculations with the HFH Code and to Julia JO Woody, who
assisted with the buckling
for,$nformative
posed by him.

ElYZ:kb

discussions

conversions.

Thsks are also due to L. E, Bruns

on the shutdown mechanism which was originalLy

pro-

.'

/ I
,
i.
0
; :
,

i0

Volume (II)
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REVISION 2

%Y 7$ 1952

Further sample resu.lLE az~d other c.ew evidezce h%v;31~3 to some 'revised
conclusions and some additional
sample results,
will
final

azrd more evidence -till

be made (if
repixt

coxL&izxs.

signifiea~tLy

Sbce mare aampliT&, rnora

bs forthcomiws

eonttiued

revisicas

diff erezrk f&3.2 the previous revision)

is written.

R~Lsion
2 takes precedenze over Revision
'3
SAMPUEl?ESam AND OT%!ZREVIDEXCE
K-9 Tank
Pu X-Ray
X-Ray
X-Ray
Sp. Gr.

Total Fe

~lution
35.1
34.9
34.4

g/t
I!&
d4

1.~8
1.04

g

0.052

g

i~ Piping Below K-p

Above Valve 4-51 and Bz&gsen
(Volume of Sclutioq - 1 1,; total
Pu - 100 - 130 g)
E&l40
2.3 i lp fissions/~
Zr-Nb
4.6 ,U.1V fiF$ons/$,
R,los
3.8 x LV fissions,/&

Pu

NrZ"

&$40

NO;

Zr-N-D
Runo3

0.11 -M

u +++
m4+

M
Y
0.013 g

F--

o.cz4 g

Cl"

s.04

0.52

M,

a

1.

Su&i.on Side of K-9 ,Pum~:
-.I-&

H'+

so:

until

.

186 g/t
2.0 x
4.9 2
3.7 x

(orgauic).
l@ 'fissi~s/~'
x? fissi@ns/~
is fl.§Siy$

~i~T3780

_ 13 'Fission Prddur-ts:
*&lo3

2.20 x l@s fissiozE/&

*zlF

2 x lola

*&I40

1.6

fissions/&

x 1ole fSssfons/t

*

Distribution

Coefficients:

K-p soluticn

versus 15s TBP in CC& (equal Vd.UXE> E O/a = 0.22.

K-p solutiata versus 25% DBBPin C!Cl.~(eqti2 volume) E o/a = 5.0.
.
:
Pu: Valence:
AllPiP

--

Spectrographic:Al and :.% strong
O.OL,-l$

Cu and S, m~oderate

*

Mg &nd Mn, tr&ce to mo3.erat.e 0.001 - O~I$
Others, interference
Tot%1 pls.
_--

K-l TAXK
Aqueous P@se:

0.391 g/t

Volume- = 1,'374

Organic

2.68

Volume ‘= 110 k

-Phase:

g/4*

42.8 g
252

43

337.0 .?3
(Fe = 0.042 g in aqueous phase, >
* 3W Axea Pu = 2.4 g/4*
K-2 TANK
Aqueous Phase:

0.022 g/c

Organic PI-BE:

2.4

g/t*

voh.me = 83 t
Volume = 192 4

1.9 &;
460.0 g
461.9 g

“Average

of 8 restits.

w-77780
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Total PA

L-2 TANK
Aqueous only:

0.043 g/.L

Volume = 45G I,

19;4 g

(Fe = 0.004 M,)
L-3 TAN'K
Volume = 850 4

4G2.0 g

0.027 g/z, 'Volume = 565 4

x5.9 g

Aqueous only: 0.472 g/t
(Fe = o.w7 M_)
L&TANK
Aqueous only:

(Fe = 0.017 M,)
SE SUMP
Sump $0~:

Aqueous Pu
Fe

g/A
1.15 M,

1.2

-w

Organid .Pu l&g/&
SumpMihd3.e:
Aqueous Fu
Fe
Orga&

.0.73'@;/&
1.15 M,

Pu 120

g/t

Sump Bottom:
organic Pu
NO!I!E: IndicGtion

55

idi

of small amounts of fresh fission

1.

Ball vai.&'between
leaking.

2.

A leak point between H-3 and J-2 has beer found.

3*

H-2 column drained, indicating either
or to the receiver tank, H-10.
‘.

products,

K-p and the-SE sump was found closed wd not

an orgsxic leak to the floor

- 15 -
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INTERPFElWIONS*
1.

The incident

occurred in the K-9 fak.

2.

The aqueous solution

that existed in K-9 is es%.mated as foll.ovs:

14) Fs solution
2 4 salt

(by NT,,+ analysis3

solution

(by Al+++ analysis)

35 ?, product solution (analysis similar to H-3 column product being
processed at time of and before imident)

38 4 To-tab Aqueous
3.

At the same time H-3 product solution
to the SE hood floor.

Before reaching the aqueous in the sump, the'CCL,

evaporated, leaving a
aqueous.

than 80$ TBP sol.utioD floati%

on tap of tk

If the organic came from the H-2 column, initia.Uy

the piutonium

concentration~in
4.

Aqueous was first
approadhed.
(the solution
for organic).

5.

leaked to the sumps, organic leaked

The reacticn

greater

the high percent '6BP organic I&LM be low.
transferred

I;0 K-9 until

Then a combination

of aqueous and light

that came from the bottom
.,,I'
went critical

the light

orga..xix layer was
organic went to K-9

of the K-9 &tnk shou.M be"checked

atid a sms.U. amount of lighi

organic ph.&se existed

on top of the K-9 aqueous.
6.

Wi+ time, TBP picks up plutmium

by diffusion

and also breaks down to BBP, a TBP break&z
affinity

for plutonium.

picked up plutonium,

K-9 to ball

-pra’l’.zt

!ke =TBP-DBP
mixture on top'ir,
When sufficient

organic to increase the organk
organic went to the

(proved by Ilaboratory

bottom,

plutzmim

th,st has a tremendous

K-9 CnonGmaJly

ms extraz%ed ixx2o the

density above the K-9 aq&m

eveduzCl,y

displaciw

the light

demity,

of the above interpretitioris

the

aqueous ti the

valve pump pipip4.

Calculations and explanations
.-the final report.

d&x)

w3.U appar

in

m-77780
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IIzle black ring in K-g*indieates
to aqueous evaporation

the TBP-DBPlayer;

and liquid

equalization

when the K-9 vacuum~wasfina3J.y turned off.
a-be to any degree until
K-9 outlet

piping.

the bro%?nriny 'w&3 ihe

in the K-9 outlet

piping

'ke aqueous did not evaper-

the organic went to the bottom

!FBP-DBPhas a low vapor pressure,

of K-9 and/or
and hence, only

some Ccl, evaporated'.
8.

The‘readtion

went sub-critical

by plutonium mass transfer

to the TBP-DBPp&se and by aqueous evaporation

af&r

from the aqueous

the orgsnl.e p&se

went to the bottom of K-9.
9.

The same thing that happened to the organic in K-9 happened on the SE
floor.

In the sump, the ratio

of orgenLc to a,queoua %as high3 while 'in

K-9 it was 1~1'~'. In the sump, almost all
from the aqueous to the organic.
10.

-

of the plutonium ks
--

uxtrazted

The !R3P (or DBBP) percent in any of the Recuplex tanks rarely
percent.

exceeds 30

AU organic systems in Recuplex usua3.Q have an a.queous cap.

Even a very th&
evaporation.

aqueous cap (K-2 situation-for

The floor,

when relatively

fr&

-4

large surface area, hence, rapid evaporation

sampI.e) w'ill
al+ a,x.lPc;i&p

prevent Ccl,

preaecc,4

of CC& +t&s

.e,

place with the

high air fled through the hood.
:.ll.

12.

The equilibrium saturation point for 25s TBP (or 25%~DB~?)is about 85 g/t
.
plutonium, for SC$ YBPp abol& 260 g/J, pl&~b.~~
..
It is: postulated that the K-2 aqueous cap TJXGsm,aU tisefd rz the raohe:k
K-2 analyses, 2.4 g/t.

If sump material, came‘up witi; organic from L-2,

enough mixing should have -&ken place to subs-&..nt~Qlzy Lncxease the plutonium content in the-, DBBPorganic,
13* A leak was discover&d between the H-3. eo.>m md~thz J-2 fxxik.
have given a constan,+ S&ply of H-3 product to the floor
*Estimated to be at" 46 liters.
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A s,ample of the crud at &he leak point ixldicated 37 percent

plutonium by weight.

It is eoxluded

that this'was

plutcxOm nitrate.
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